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Pdf free Dear lord and father of mankind wislant .pdf
father of mankind is a pamphlet from thomas dean that highlights a granular collage of our relationship with the source creator and sol the
sun in the sky a week after the mueller testimony and imminent war preempting no doubt from trump himself this completes a great
mosaic in history and applies a snapshot beginning of uncapping the pyramidal path toward enlightenment freeing those in search of more
infinite degrees of learning yakub is a black scientist introduced to the public by elijah muhammad elijah muhammad told of his history as
being the father of mankind or the maker of the white race this teaching proved to be one of the most explosive within the nation of islam
s theological and mathematical doctrine thought to be a myth especially among those who gravitated more towards orthodox islam which
by the way don t accept elijah muhammad as being authentic but since the cloning of the sheep dolly and other organic species the facts
that elijah muhammad attributed to this man cannot be discounted unless we all suddenly agree that dolly never happened christhood for
mankind is written to exalt the status of the messiah as revealed in the lord jesus christ it also spelt out the sequeses of events as
revealed through prophecy to give credence to the authenticity of the scriptures in this age of hunger and despair where universal war is
threatening where all of the world s religions and political institutions have been declining for decades where mankind finds itself in a state
of total spiritual and moral bankruptcy where the world s nations are politically and culturally bankrupt where the life of the human species
is threatened by ecological disaster one of the hidden sages a saint of god addresses the human race he is a religious recluse who prefers
to remain anonymous for being a friend of god and the human race can be a greater offence than being an outright criminal one of the
great sages is coming to terms with god and the world is making a stand against the murder of the human race maha yogi a s narayana
siddha gurugiri one of the great sages is coming to terms with god and the world is making a stand against the murder of the human race
maha yogi a s narayana siddha gurugiri this is a collection of writings under the pen name t c worthe written by c n cantelon over a period
of years which address somewhat controversial issues in american life the pen name was used to separate the persona from c n cantelon
because they may not actually reflect the author s beliefs or opinions except at the time of their writing things change and people must be
able to adapt these ideas have merit but are not always defensible love is the ultimate test of the christian faith christians show their love
to god by loving one another love is the first act of a renewed heart those who have love in their hearts have fellowship with god but
where there is no love there is no fellowship the proof of the love of a christian is in their walk this love is genuine and not subject to
change this is love as they walk in obedience of the commandments of god continuing in the christian life is necessary evidence of
genuine faith god has predestined some people to become a part of his family as a result of their response to the gospel call the gospel
call is general and external and often rejected the gospel call comes from human speech it is offered to all people is the kingdom of god
related to the physical kingdom of israel a noble desire to search for the meaning of heavenly kingdom of god usually leaves many lost in
realms of imagination as a result unfolding the nature of god and the expanse in which he exists becomes key to those who need to have
this mystery unfolded this book gives a coherent narrative of a fairly unique perspective and insight on the kingdom that unveils god s
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purpose with mankind it has an exposition of its inception in the heavenly realms at creation manifestation in the incarnation of jesus
christ conferral to the church and ultimate possession as an eternal inheritance for the chosen throughout the book the triune nature of
the kingdom is pursued in the various models on earth that were used by god for mankind to have an appreciation of aspects in the
heavenly realms it is a great starting point for those who need to gain knowledge from simple and clear interpretation of fundamental
scriptures that carry the hope of mankind the trial of mankind is a story about a young man who goes hunting in the woods to declare his
manhood by bringing home food but he is quickly met with unsuspected circumstances for him and his family xlibris podcast part 1
xlibrispodcasts com the battle for the spirits of mankind 1 xlibris podcast part 2 xlibrispodcasts com the battle for the spirits of mankind 2
xlibris podcast part 3 xlibrispodcasts com the battle for the spirits of mankind 3 xlibris podcast part 4 xlibrispodcasts com the battle for the
spirits of mankind 4 xlibris podcast part 5 xlibrispodcasts com the battle for the spirits of mankind 5 why do christians believe as they do
how do we know jesus was the messiah what does god expect of us what happens after death is there really a heaven and a hell why does
god allow evil in the world permitting bad things to happen to good people this collection of essential verses from scripture and the
accompanying commentaries will help answer these and other fundamental questions the sixty six books of the bible are an integrated
message system from god a message to mankind from the creator of all things it is the best selling book of all time yet most copies sit
unread this is due in part to the fact that wading through so many pages of spiritually inspired and purposefully encrypted material can be
intimidating this new guide to the bible offers a solution for those eager to understand god s message and develop a closer relationship
with him it holds a collection of inspirational verses selected from all sixty six books of scripture cataloged under more than 100 specific
subject headings the more we are in the light doing good works of mercy corporal or spiritual the more we become more like jesus but we
know that already right do we now have we greeted jesus in prayer this morning when we awoke asked him how he felt throughout the
day acknowledged him by saying hello to someone have we thought said or did something kind for someone did we thank him for giving
us another day to enjoy have we ever thanked him for creating us and sustaining us have we ever looked in the mirror and said we see a
miracle ah if only there was more time in the day perhaps we are rationalizing to the point of leading ourselves into darkness what is it we
fear that we have to live in darkness so much could it be the bright shining warm light at the end of the tunnel for those of us who don t
try to live in the light you won t have to worry about being blinded or scorched by the bright shining warm light at the end of the tunnel
michael j lorenzo is an ordained permanent deacon now inactive in the roman catholic christian church he was instructed by some of the
foremost exegetes and theologians in the united states and around the world he is currently writing a novel and a book of inspirational
short stories michael now lives in nj with his wife after spending two mind expanding years in brazil he has one daughter who lives in
upstate ny minke is a young javanese student of great intelligence and ambition living equally among the colonists and colonized of 19th
century java he battles against the confines of colonial strictures it is his love for annelies that enables him to find the strength to embrace
his world as i have seen the whole life and ministry of dr petrisko is directed to god the father and now he is calling the catholic church to
have a special devotion to the father and to set up a special feast to bring honor praise and worship to the father in this book i believe the
great apostle of god the father thomas petrisko has written a masterful theological and spiritual treatise to promote the devotion needed
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to the paternal heart of the father that will hopefully lead up to this special feast day for god the father the solemnity of the divine paternal
heart the feast of the father of all mankind rev william j mccarthy msa does this idea bother you god accepted the suffering death of jesus
to satisfy his justice that is his requirement of the penalty of death for every human missing of the mark would you like a solid and
biblically correct reason to believe in the goodness of god the truth of the gospel message is simple you don t have to be especially
educated or smart to understand it the bible does not hide it but church tradition has built a paradigm surrounding the cross that is hard to
escape would you like to try the bible is a perfect puzzle in order to put it together no pieces can be squeezed or stretched they must slip
easily into place nobody has any more authority to put the pieces in place than anybody else they just have to fit as a young man i read
many books and took many courses of study in pursuit of god s purposes for mankind and wished there was a book that covered most of
the major themes in the bible as you may have correctly suspected i never found such a book and decided to work to provide that vital
resource for not only aspiring young people but people of every age believers and unbelievers in particular parents caregivers teachers
ministers of the gospel and government officials this book outlines in clear terms the purposes for which the living god jehovah our creator
made man including the motivation he experienced sections that will gain special attention are the constitution of man and the nature of
angels topics theologians have debated for generations apostle peter in his salutation to all saints said grace and peace be multiplied unto
you through the knowledge of god and of jesus our lord according as his divine power has given us all things that pertain unto life and
godliness through the knowledge of him that has called us to glory and virtue 2 peter 1 2 3 the teaching of this book will assuredly provide
prayerful readers a guide to receiving the manifold provisions of god for the needs they experience in life and ministry one hundred years
after austrian satirist karl kraus began writing his dramatic masterpiece the last days of mankind remains as powerfully relevant as the
day it was first published kraus s play enacts the tragic trajectory of the first world war when mankind raced toward self destruction by
methods of modern warfare while extolling the glory and ignoring the horror of an allegedly defensive war this volume is the first to
present a complete english translation of kraus s towering work filling a major gap in the availability of viennese literature from the era of
the war to end all wars bertolt brecht hailed the last days as the masterpiece of viennese modernism in the apocalyptic drama kraus
constructs a textual collage blending actual quotations from the austrian army s call to arms people s responses political speeches
newspaper editorials and a range of other sources seasoning the drama with comic invention and satirical verse kraus reveals how
bungled diplomacy greedy profiteers big business complicity gullible newsreaders and above all the sloganizing of the press brought down
the austro hungarian empire in the dramatization of sensationalized news reports inurement to atrocities and openness to war as remedy
today s readers will hear the echo of the fateful voices kraus recorded as his homeland descended into self destruction the oldest living
crow at the dawn of the twenty first century lillian bullshows hogan 1905 2003 grew up on the crow reservation in rural montana in the
woman who loved mankind she enthralls readers with her own long and remarkable life and the stories of her parents part of the last
generation of crow born to nomadic ways as a child hogan had a miniature teepee a fast horse and a medicine necklace of green beads
she learned traditional arts and food gathering from her mother and experienced the bitterness of indian boarding school she grew up to
be a complex hard working native woman who drove a car maintained a bank account and read the local english paper but spoke crow as
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her first language practiced beadwork tanned hides honored clan relatives in generous giveaways and often visited the last of the old
chiefs and berdaches with her family she married in the traditional crow way and was a proud member of the tobacco and sacred pipe
societies but was also a devoted christian who helped establish the church of god on her reservation warm funny heartbreaking and filled
with information on crow life hogan s story was told to her daughter mardell hogan plainfeather and to barbara loeb a scholar and
longtime friend of the family who recorded her words staying true to hogan s expressive speaking rhythms with its echoes of traditional
crow storytelling is there a reason why you exist in this lesson you will find answers to why you were born and what your future will be
inside this bible study lesson introduction something more to man the limitations of science man in the image of god what is man was
jesus christ truly a man why the son of man jesus christ man and the image of god reward and punishment is heaven the reward of the
saved god the father god s great purpose for man how to learn more from this bible study course lesson david a shepherd learns from the
creation glossary points to ponder ucg org bible study course reprint of the original first published in 1881 holy mary am spiritual influence
on mankind by orungbohun lateef emmanuel and saint samuel bilehou joseph oshoffa holy mary am spiritual influence on mankind is an
exploration of the oneness of jehovah allah and the mystical creation of jesus and his mother the holy mary am in heaven before their
nativity on earth authors orungbohun lateef emmanuel and saint samuel bilehou joseph oshoffa examine the crucifixion of jesus as well as
the challenges surrounding jesus as the son of jehovah allah and how these two concepts have become the foundation of flimsy
arguments that separate and cause rifts and animosity between two major faiths in this eye opening work the similarities and differences
between islam and christianity are scrutinized and evaluated for the purpose of showing a greater oneness for all mankind god s creation
of humanity is beautiful in all of its diverseness notwithstanding the flaws of human nature the ultimate human potential is possible only
through the grace and truth of jesus christ so you believe in jesus christor you think you ought to believeor at least want to know more of
what christianity is all about to anyone this book will provide a short course to understanding christianity even the well versed christians
will glean some extra solid food to grow in their understanding it is not enough to be a bit familiar or have some knowledge of what it is all
about to maintain our own faith and belief when challenged and certainly to be able to explain christianity to others we need answers and
understanding this book will send you in the right direction to understand gods contract or relationship with man and have a closer
personal relationship with jesus christ and the holy spirit
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Father of Mankind 2019-07-26
father of mankind is a pamphlet from thomas dean that highlights a granular collage of our relationship with the source creator and sol the
sun in the sky a week after the mueller testimony and imminent war preempting no doubt from trump himself this completes a great
mosaic in history and applies a snapshot beginning of uncapping the pyramidal path toward enlightenment freeing those in search of more
infinite degrees of learning

Yakub (Jacob) 2008-11-06
yakub is a black scientist introduced to the public by elijah muhammad elijah muhammad told of his history as being the father of mankind
or the maker of the white race this teaching proved to be one of the most explosive within the nation of islam s theological and
mathematical doctrine thought to be a myth especially among those who gravitated more towards orthodox islam which by the way don t
accept elijah muhammad as being authentic but since the cloning of the sheep dolly and other organic species the facts that elijah
muhammad attributed to this man cannot be discounted unless we all suddenly agree that dolly never happened

The Works of the Reverend William Law, M.A. ... 1893
christhood for mankind is written to exalt the status of the messiah as revealed in the lord jesus christ it also spelt out the sequeses of
events as revealed through prophecy to give credence to the authenticity of the scriptures

God Our Father 1998-05-01
in this age of hunger and despair where universal war is threatening where all of the world s religions and political institutions have been
declining for decades where mankind finds itself in a state of total spiritual and moral bankruptcy where the world s nations are politically
and culturally bankrupt where the life of the human species is threatened by ecological disaster one of the hidden sages a saint of god
addresses the human race he is a religious recluse who prefers to remain anonymous for being a friend of god and the human race can be
a greater offence than being an outright criminal one of the great sages is coming to terms with god and the world is making a stand
against the murder of the human race maha yogi a s narayana siddha gurugiri one of the great sages is coming to terms with god and the
world is making a stand against the murder of the human race maha yogi a s narayana siddha gurugiri
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The Fatherhood of God. Being the first course of the Cunningham Lectures
delivered before the New College, Edinburgh, in March 1864 1870
this is a collection of writings under the pen name t c worthe written by c n cantelon over a period of years which address somewhat
controversial issues in american life the pen name was used to separate the persona from c n cantelon because they may not actually
reflect the author s beliefs or opinions except at the time of their writing things change and people must be able to adapt these ideas have
merit but are not always defensible

Christianity and Mankind, Their Beginnings and Prospects 1854
love is the ultimate test of the christian faith christians show their love to god by loving one another love is the first act of a renewed heart
those who have love in their hearts have fellowship with god but where there is no love there is no fellowship the proof of the love of a
christian is in their walk this love is genuine and not subject to change this is love as they walk in obedience of the commandments of god
continuing in the christian life is necessary evidence of genuine faith god has predestined some people to become a part of his family as a
result of their response to the gospel call the gospel call is general and external and often rejected the gospel call comes from human
speech it is offered to all people

Types of Mankind 1854
is the kingdom of god related to the physical kingdom of israel a noble desire to search for the meaning of heavenly kingdom of god
usually leaves many lost in realms of imagination as a result unfolding the nature of god and the expanse in which he exists becomes key
to those who need to have this mystery unfolded this book gives a coherent narrative of a fairly unique perspective and insight on the
kingdom that unveils god s purpose with mankind it has an exposition of its inception in the heavenly realms at creation manifestation in
the incarnation of jesus christ conferral to the church and ultimate possession as an eternal inheritance for the chosen throughout the
book the triune nature of the kingdom is pursued in the various models on earth that were used by god for mankind to have an
appreciation of aspects in the heavenly realms it is a great starting point for those who need to gain knowledge from simple and clear
interpretation of fundamental scriptures that carry the hope of mankind
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Types of Mankind 1857
the trial of mankind is a story about a young man who goes hunting in the woods to declare his manhood by bringing home food but he is
quickly met with unsuspected circumstances for him and his family

Christhood for Mankind 2008-09-05
xlibris podcast part 1 xlibrispodcasts com the battle for the spirits of mankind 1 xlibris podcast part 2 xlibrispodcasts com the battle for the
spirits of mankind 2 xlibris podcast part 3 xlibrispodcasts com the battle for the spirits of mankind 3 xlibris podcast part 4 xlibrispodcasts
com the battle for the spirits of mankind 4 xlibris podcast part 5 xlibrispodcasts com the battle for the spirits of mankind 5

THE GOSPEL OF THE LIGHT OF MANKIND 1860
why do christians believe as they do how do we know jesus was the messiah what does god expect of us what happens after death is there
really a heaven and a hell why does god allow evil in the world permitting bad things to happen to good people this collection of essential
verses from scripture and the accompanying commentaries will help answer these and other fundamental questions the sixty six books of
the bible are an integrated message system from god a message to mankind from the creator of all things it is the best selling book of all
time yet most copies sit unread this is due in part to the fact that wading through so many pages of spiritually inspired and purposefully
encrypted material can be intimidating this new guide to the bible offers a solution for those eager to understand god s message and
develop a closer relationship with him it holds a collection of inspirational verses selected from all sixty six books of scripture cataloged
under more than 100 specific subject headings

Types of Mankind Or Ethnological Researches Based Upon the Ancient Monuments
... by J. C. Nott and Geo. R. Gliddon 1854
the more we are in the light doing good works of mercy corporal or spiritual the more we become more like jesus but we know that already
right do we now have we greeted jesus in prayer this morning when we awoke asked him how he felt throughout the day acknowledged
him by saying hello to someone have we thought said or did something kind for someone did we thank him for giving us another day to
enjoy have we ever thanked him for creating us and sustaining us have we ever looked in the mirror and said we see a miracle ah if only
there was more time in the day perhaps we are rationalizing to the point of leading ourselves into darkness what is it we fear that we have
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to live in darkness so much could it be the bright shining warm light at the end of the tunnel for those of us who don t try to live in the light
you won t have to worry about being blinded or scorched by the bright shining warm light at the end of the tunnel michael j lorenzo is an
ordained permanent deacon now inactive in the roman catholic christian church he was instructed by some of the foremost exegetes and
theologians in the united states and around the world he is currently writing a novel and a book of inspirational short stories michael now
lives in nj with his wife after spending two mind expanding years in brazil he has one daughter who lives in upstate ny

Types of Mankind: Or Ethnological Researches, Based Upon the Ancient
Monuments, Paintings, Sculptures, and Crania of Races, and Upon Their Natural,
Geographical, Philological, and Biblical History 1854
minke is a young javanese student of great intelligence and ambition living equally among the colonists and colonized of 19th century java
he battles against the confines of colonial strictures it is his love for annelies that enables him to find the strength to embrace his world

Types of mankind: or Ethnological Researches, based upon the ancient
monuments, paintings, sculptures and crania of races, and upon their natural,
geographical, philosophical, and biblical history: illustrated by selections from the
inedited papers of Samuel George and by additional contributions from prof. L.
Agassiz, LL. D.; W. Usher, M. D., and prof. H. S. Patterson M. D. by s. C. Nott and
G. R. Gliddon 2014-07-07
as i have seen the whole life and ministry of dr petrisko is directed to god the father and now he is calling the catholic church to have a
special devotion to the father and to set up a special feast to bring honor praise and worship to the father in this book i believe the great
apostle of god the father thomas petrisko has written a masterful theological and spiritual treatise to promote the devotion needed to the
paternal heart of the father that will hopefully lead up to this special feast day for god the father the solemnity of the divine paternal heart
the feast of the father of all mankind rev william j mccarthy msa
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Mankind 1854
does this idea bother you god accepted the suffering death of jesus to satisfy his justice that is his requirement of the penalty of death for
every human missing of the mark would you like a solid and biblically correct reason to believe in the goodness of god the truth of the
gospel message is simple you don t have to be especially educated or smart to understand it the bible does not hide it but church tradition
has built a paradigm surrounding the cross that is hard to escape would you like to try the bible is a perfect puzzle in order to put it
together no pieces can be squeezed or stretched they must slip easily into place nobody has any more authority to put the pieces in place
than anybody else they just have to fit

Christianity and mankind, their beginnings and prospects 2014-01-22
as a young man i read many books and took many courses of study in pursuit of god s purposes for mankind and wished there was a book
that covered most of the major themes in the bible as you may have correctly suspected i never found such a book and decided to work to
provide that vital resource for not only aspiring young people but people of every age believers and unbelievers in particular parents
caregivers teachers ministers of the gospel and government officials this book outlines in clear terms the purposes for which the living god
jehovah our creator made man including the motivation he experienced sections that will gain special attention are the constitution of man
and the nature of angels topics theologians have debated for generations apostle peter in his salutation to all saints said grace and peace
be multiplied unto you through the knowledge of god and of jesus our lord according as his divine power has given us all things that
pertain unto life and godliness through the knowledge of him that has called us to glory and virtue 2 peter 1 2 3 the teaching of this book
will assuredly provide prayerful readers a guide to receiving the manifold provisions of god for the needs they experience in life and
ministry

God’S Relationship to Mankind 2021-09-13
one hundred years after austrian satirist karl kraus began writing his dramatic masterpiece the last days of mankind remains as powerfully
relevant as the day it was first published kraus s play enacts the tragic trajectory of the first world war when mankind raced toward self
destruction by methods of modern warfare while extolling the glory and ignoring the horror of an allegedly defensive war this volume is
the first to present a complete english translation of kraus s towering work filling a major gap in the availability of viennese literature from
the era of the war to end all wars bertolt brecht hailed the last days as the masterpiece of viennese modernism in the apocalyptic drama
kraus constructs a textual collage blending actual quotations from the austrian army s call to arms people s responses political speeches
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newspaper editorials and a range of other sources seasoning the drama with comic invention and satirical verse kraus reveals how
bungled diplomacy greedy profiteers big business complicity gullible newsreaders and above all the sloganizing of the press brought down
the austro hungarian empire in the dramatization of sensationalized news reports inurement to atrocities and openness to war as remedy
today s readers will hear the echo of the fateful voices kraus recorded as his homeland descended into self destruction

Kingdom of God, Heritage of Mankind 1840
the oldest living crow at the dawn of the twenty first century lillian bullshows hogan 1905 2003 grew up on the crow reservation in rural
montana in the woman who loved mankind she enthralls readers with her own long and remarkable life and the stories of her parents part
of the last generation of crow born to nomadic ways as a child hogan had a miniature teepee a fast horse and a medicine necklace of
green beads she learned traditional arts and food gathering from her mother and experienced the bitterness of indian boarding school she
grew up to be a complex hard working native woman who drove a car maintained a bank account and read the local english paper but
spoke crow as her first language practiced beadwork tanned hides honored clan relatives in generous giveaways and often visited the last
of the old chiefs and berdaches with her family she married in the traditional crow way and was a proud member of the tobacco and
sacred pipe societies but was also a devoted christian who helped establish the church of god on her reservation warm funny
heartbreaking and filled with information on crow life hogan s story was told to her daughter mardell hogan plainfeather and to barbara
loeb a scholar and longtime friend of the family who recorded her words staying true to hogan s expressive speaking rhythms with its
echoes of traditional crow storytelling

The Universal Redemption of Mankind 2017-08-08
is there a reason why you exist in this lesson you will find answers to why you were born and what your future will be inside this bible
study lesson introduction something more to man the limitations of science man in the image of god what is man was jesus christ truly a
man why the son of man jesus christ man and the image of god reward and punishment is heaven the reward of the saved god the father
god s great purpose for man how to learn more from this bible study course lesson david a shepherd learns from the creation glossary
points to ponder ucg org bible study course

The Trial of Mankind 1863
reprint of the original first published in 1881
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Epistle on the Final Salvation of all Mankind from Sin, to “The Angel” of the “Holy
Catholic Apostolic Church in Glasgow” ... With a letter to the author from Thos.
Erskine ... Second edition 2008-10-17
holy mary am spiritual influence on mankind by orungbohun lateef emmanuel and saint samuel bilehou joseph oshoffa holy mary am
spiritual influence on mankind is an exploration of the oneness of jehovah allah and the mystical creation of jesus and his mother the holy
mary am in heaven before their nativity on earth authors orungbohun lateef emmanuel and saint samuel bilehou joseph oshoffa examine
the crucifixion of jesus as well as the challenges surrounding jesus as the son of jehovah allah and how these two concepts have become
the foundation of flimsy arguments that separate and cause rifts and animosity between two major faiths in this eye opening work the
similarities and differences between islam and christianity are scrutinized and evaluated for the purpose of showing a greater oneness for
all mankind

The Battle for the Spirits of Mankind 2011-12-16
god s creation of humanity is beautiful in all of its diverseness notwithstanding the flaws of human nature the ultimate human potential is
possible only through the grace and truth of jesus christ

Understanding God’S Message for Mankind 2009-04
so you believe in jesus christor you think you ought to believeor at least want to know more of what christianity is all about to anyone this
book will provide a short course to understanding christianity even the well versed christians will glean some extra solid food to grow in
their understanding it is not enough to be a bit familiar or have some knowledge of what it is all about to maintain our own faith and belief
when challenged and certainly to be able to explain christianity to others we need answers and understanding this book will send you in
the right direction to understand gods contract or relationship with man and have a closer personal relationship with jesus christ and the
holy spirit

God's Gradual Self-Revelation to Mankind 1996-05-01
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This Earth of Mankind 2015-01-25

The Mystery of the Divine Paternal Heart of God Our Father 1680

Of the Benefits of Our Saviour, Jesus Christ, to Mankind 2001-07

How Jesus Reconciled Mankind to God 2023-11-29

GOD'S ETERNAL PURPOSES FOR MANKIND 2015-11-24

The Last Days of Mankind 2012-07-01

The Woman Who Loved Mankind 1893

A History of the Mental Growth of Mankind in Ancient Times 2011-11-16

Bible Study Course: Lesson 3 - Why Did God Create Mankind? 1598
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Of the Redemption of Mankind three bookes: wherein the controuersie of the
vniuersalitie of Redemption and grace by Christ, and of his death for all men, is
largely handled. Hereunto is annexed a treatise of Gods Predestination in one
booke. Written in Latin by Iacob Kimedoncius ... and translated into English by
Hugh Ince 1850

Sacred Annals: Or, Researches Into the History and Religion of Mankind. (Vol. 1.
The Patriarchal Age. Vol. 2. The Hebrew People. Vol. 3. The Gentile Nations.).
1888

Social History of the Races of Mankind ... 1850

Sacred Annals ; Or, Researches Into the History & Religion of Mankind: Hebrew
people; or, The history & religion of the Israelites from the origin of the nation to
the time of Christ; deduced from the writings of Moses & other inspired authors
2024-04-26

Social History of the Races of Mankind. Second Division. Oceano Melanesians
2023-01-20
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Holy Mary-Am Spiritual Influence on Mankind 2012-07-05

Noah's Family The Story of Mankind 2016-01-21

Understanding God's Contracts with Mankind
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